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I would first like to say I am deeply honored for the opportunity to

serve Alpha Mu at the University of Georgia. Ever since I pledged the
fraternity in the fall of 2014 I have known that I wanted to give as much
and more back to the fraternity as it has given me. I am optimistic for the
future of the Alpha Mu chapter and firmly believe that we have come a
long way in the past few years, and this upcoming year offers new
opportunities to build upon and grow the success of the chapter.
In recent years, the chapter has maintained active membership of
well over 100 men and this is in large part due to the tremendous
rush efforts put forth by many members but most notably Kasey
Davis ‘10, John Vaughan ‘11, Garrett Condon ’12, and Michael
Pinkstaff ’14. Along with many others, these men are responsible
for overhauling our rush process and creating a recruitment system that has yielded some of our largest pledge classes in recent
history, bringing the chapter back to over 100 active members.
With the expansion of summer rush efforts by all fraternities on campus it is becoming more common for the fraternity
to have more than 75% of its new fall pledge class signed before
formal recruitment begins. We are constantly looking for new
ways to improve our rush process and stay competitive in the fast
paced rush environment that now exists at the University of Georgia; notable changes to our process this year include increasing the
number of rush chairmen on the executive council to four as well
as setting aside a sizeable portion of active dues to improve the
aesthetics of the house.
We hope you will support us in growing our competitive
rush advantage by donating to our Legacy Campaign for house
improvements as well as submitting recruitment recommendations. Rush recommendations from alumni have been scarce over
the past few years and we highly encourage any alumni to reach out to
us with recommendations as we believe this is one area we can vastly improve our rush program. Thank you to Doug Gutman ’99 for submitting
the first recommendation this rush season. Recommendations can be
sent to me personally or to any of the four rush chairmen listed in this
letter and on our website.
Alumni relations in the last few years have been centered on the annual
alumni golf tournament, the alumni association, and the housing corporation; we hope to expand these relations in the coming year.
The chapter house on River Road is one of our strong
points as a fraternity and the AM DAWGS housing corporation, led by
James Gates ’97, has done a fantastic job in recent years of maintaining
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Philanthropy
While most fraternities on

campus have one large philanthropy event per year (similar
to our annual Spike for Life Volleyball tournament), Alpha Mu
makes significant contributions
to UGA Miracle in addition to
our annual philanthropy. UGA
Miracle is one of the largest student organizations at the University of Georgia, with large
participation from students in
Greek life as well as those outside of Greek life. UGA Miracle
raises money to provide aid to

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta,
treating children and families
suffering from life threatening
diseases on a daily basis. Each
year, UGA Miracle raises increasing amounts of money. This
year was an all-time record with
over 1.35 million dollars raised
for the children and families that
benefit from CHOA. Alpha Mu
significantly contributed to that
number by raising over $28,000
from our brothers alone, placing
us in third in terms of fraternity
commitments to UGA Miracle.

Many Pikes attended the annual
UGA Miracle Dance Marathon,
a 24-hour fundraising event
hosted in the Tate student center complete with music, food,
entertainment, and host families that share their stories and
experiences with Miracle. As
a chapter, we look forward to
increasing our participation in
this organization, and many of
our brothers hold leadership
positions within the Miracle executive board as well as chairman positions.

and managing the property. Any brothers who have lived in the house
since the chapter moved to River Road in 2009 know that the Internet
was practically not functional. With the support of AM DAWGS, the
chapter was able to have a fiber cable installed a few months ago and the
internet service in the house is now faster and more consistent than ever
before.
Teddy Gillen ’00 currently leads the Alpha Mu Alumni Association and he is in need of further support to expand the function
of the association and provide better relations between alumni and the
active chapter. If you are interested in helping him out and picking up
a role with the alumni association, please do not hesitate to reach out
to Teddy directly. This past year we continued our Alumni Mentorship
Program, run by Chris Weekley ’99, and successfully paired over 30 undergraduates with alumni mentors in their field of interest; we intend to
continue this program with another round of pairings during fall semester of 2017.
I would also like to thank John Mamalakis ’69 for leading a
recent alumni project of raising funds and reprinting the 1970 composite. The walls of the house are filled with composites from the early 1990’s
to current as well as a few from the 1960’s but somewhere along the way
we lost almost all of the composites from the 1970’s and 1980’s. I want to
thank everyone involved in funding this project and we look forward to
unveiling it at the annual golf tournament in the fall.
Today the chapter is overall very strong and has the potential to improve
even more in the coming years. Academics have improved in the chapter and a number of actives were recently named to the Dean’s List and
even President’s List. Our brothers are involved in organizations across
campus including Order of Omega, Omicron Delta Kappa, the Interfraternity Council, Student Government Association, the Student Managed
Investment Fund, the Honors College, and countless others. Our brothers hold leadership positions in UGA Miracle, UGA HEROs, Finance
Society, Society for Business Intelligence, College Republicans, the Residence Hall Association, and the Leadership Fellows. I am honored to
lead these fine men in the coming year and will work to succeed in our
rush efforts, expand alumni relations, and grow our influence in other
organizations and societies on campus.
Phi Phi Kappa Alpha
Robert Leslie ‘14
SMC
(404) 791-2111
rob.h.leslie@gmail.com

Recruitment
Alumni, if you know of any potential
recruits that will be attending UGA
in the fall, please send their contact
information to the rush chairman
listed below as well as any questions
pertaining to rush. We would like
to thank you in advance for helping
us achieve our recruitment goals for
2017.
William Moore ’16
Recruitment Chairman and House
Improvements Chairman
Cell: 404-906-1362
Email: willmoore814@gmail.com

Alumni Spotlight

Our Plan for House Improvements

Kevin Aycock ‘98

For Kevin Aycock ’98 pledging PIKE was as easy a
choice as his decision to attend UGA. Upon entering
the recruitment process, Kevin felt an instant connection with the guys in the chapter and was confident
he had found his new home. The members that made
up the PIKE brotherhood were ‘his kind of people’
and Kevin instantly adopted them all as a new family
and friends for life. Years and countless friendships
later, the bonds that started in college over laughs and
good times have become profound relationships that
continue to stand the test of time and provide guidance through life’s various ups and downs.
Reminiscing on the abundance of memories and experiences that make up Aycock’s undergrad years, sometimes it is the simpler, day-to-day
dynamics that do not seem significant at the time,
but mean much more looking back. Living in a ‘precell phone’ era, Kevin recalls the time he spent in the
PIKE house where if you were interested in a girl and
wanted to meet her out that night, you had to call her
during the day, usually forced to leave a message, and
hope she called back. Of course, upon her hopeful
return call, your luck was then hanging on the fact
that whichever brother living on the hall at the time
that answered the phone 1) didn’t scare her off and 2)
relayed the message that the girl had called. You had
to then find out where she thought she and her girlfriends were going that night. If all else failed, you always knew you could count on a gathering of PIKE’s
at Half Moon Pub. As one of Kevin’s brothers used to
say ‘Let’s go somewhere dark and smoky’.
Upon graduation, Kevin started his career as a builder and developer for a well-respected
Atlanta custom homebuilder, before starting Aycock

Properties, Inc. in 2004. Resiliently surviving the real
estate crash in 2008, Kevin and the Aycock team have
continued to excel and expand their areas of expertise. Known for high end custom builds within Atlanta’s premier neighborhoods (Kevin Aycock Homes),
the Company remains a leader in the industry of
upscale custom homes. A huge attributor to Kevin’s
success is the best friends, mentors and teachers he
met through Alpha Mu. It is his hope that one day he
too will have the opportunity to repay that by helping young Alpha Mu’s the way he was helped by his
brothers.
Kevin Aycock Homes is a multi-million
dollar custom homebuilding firm grown under the
leadership of Kevin’s tenacious ‘never give up’ attitude. Closing in on the first decade of the thriving
company’s existence, two things remain certain: (1)
PIKE will always be one of the most important titles
Kevin holds (2) if it’s a fall Saturday and the Dawgs
are playing…Kevin will be there cheering them on.

Legacy Campaign 2017
What an exciting time to

be an Alpha Mu. The chapter has been making meaningful strides to holistically
improve in all aspects with
the new executive board
elected last November. In
addition to our 29 new
brothers from this past fall,
9 new members were initiated this spring, and Pike
placed FIRST in terms of
recruitment numbers for
the second year in a row for
spring rush. We are confident about our recruitment
capabilities this summer,
however, there are certain strategies we need to
pursue in order to remain
competitive with other fraternities.
While internal improvements have been made, an
area that does require our
immediate attention is the
Pike house itself. As you
are aware our house is one

of the most beautiful and
impressive fraternity houses on campus. We are in
an ideal location in Greek
Park and are situated close
to Sanford Stadium, campus and downtown Athens.
Although the Pike house
draws an impressive and
extravagant initial reaction,
the interior of the home
falls short of that elaborate
first impression.
The chapter house should
ideally reflect the quality
and character of the chapter and its members. It is no
secret that the best fraternity houses on campus have
the most beautiful homes.
An upscale, well-appointed
home is a reflection of the
standards of an established
chapter and more importantly reflects the commitment and dedication of its
legacy. A house can be the
single greatest aid when attracting new members and

should reflect the types of
members that you wish to
safeguard.
Although we are confident
about our recruitment capabilities this summer, we
need to remain competitive. Fraternities such as
Sigma Nu, KA, Chi Phi,
and FIJI have recently
made internal upgrades to
their houses which puts
them ahead of us in terms
of interior quality. We felt
that last season’s rush was
somewhat compromised
by some recent renovations
made by the other fraternities and we wish to combat
those efforts in the up and
coming rush season.
We plan to make as many
improvements as we can
manage under our current
budget. We have currently
budgeted $15,000 to ensure
that the basic living room
furnishings and common
areas (foyer and first floor

We are working with a
general contractor and
interior designer who
specializes in the luxury
real estate space. Michelle
Miller of Michelle Miller Design out of Chicago
has agreed to work with
the Alpha Mu chapter
pro-bono. Mrs. Miller is
the mother of our new
brother, Jackson Miller
’16. She has managed individual projects in excess
of $20M across 5 states
both in the commercial
and residential space. She
will work with us on planning, budgeting, sourcing
of materials and the hiring
of any additional labor not
covered by the university.
We met with
Michelle here in Athens
during our last parent’s
weekend. We did a thorough walk through of the

house and constructed a
working list of items that
we would like to start with.
We also listed what would
be a “phase two” of improvements that we hope
to complete by Spring
2018.
Phase 1 (Immediate)
• Updated living room
seating including new sofas, end tables, chairs, and
other furnishings
• Hallway furniture and
decorations including accent tables
• New rugs and runners
• Updated seating for the
front porch
• Updated chandelier, updated hall fixtures
• Updated Paint
•

for the kitchen area
• Updated seating for the
study areas
• Updated chapter room
decorations
• Floor crest or emblem
in the main hallway of our
first floor
• Exterior louvered shutters
• Centered brick pathway in front of the house
(bricks used will have
name and pledge class of
Alumni who make significant donations to the capital campaign to fund the
interior renovations)

We know that
our initial $15,000 isn’t
going to cover all of Phase
1 so we are hoping that we
could have some immediate assistance in getting
Phase 2
those funds secured so
Luxury Vinyl flooring we can reap the benefits

within this up and coming
rush season. All donations
made will divert directly
into the home improvement efforts.
We feel very
confident that these improvements play an important purpose and place
in the chapter’s hard efforts
to improve and restore Alpha Mu as an undisputed
leader and powerhouse on
campus. The benefits of
creating a fraternity based
on excellence in all areas
are widespread and easily seen, providing young
men with skills necessary
for success as well as resources to last a lifetime.
We want to thank you
so much in advance for
supporting us and these
efforts. Any questions
pertaining to donations,
budgets and planning can

be directed to me. All
donations can be sent to
the housing corporation,
AM DAWG, Inc., which
James Gates ‘97 leads.
James will be in charge of
the collected money and
will give us funds upon
request to complete housing improvement projects
approved by the housing
corporation. Thank you
again for helping us make
these ideas a reality and
we appreciate your efforts
to aid in the restoration
and refinement of the Alpha Mu chapter of Pike at
UGA.
Checks made payable to
AM DAWG and mailed to
PO Box 1049, Athens, GA
30605
James B. Gates, COO
Nick Schkabla , CFO

Executive Board
2017-2018

SMC - Robert Leslie ‘14
IMC Internal - Zachary Cox ‘14
IMC External - Matthew Barnett ‘14
MC - Jordan Flickinger ‘15
SC - Tyler Dysart ‘14
Social Chairman - Dylan Kearney ‘15
THC - Zachary Bigman ‘14
Risk Management Chairman - William Egan ‘14
Rush Chairman - Joel Ryder ‘15, Will Moore ‘16, Joe
MacFarlane ‘15, Duncan Wheeler ‘16

halls) are updated and refreshed prior to the summer season. This floor sees
most of the chapter activity
and will reap immediate
benefits from those improvements. However, we
can’t achieve this success

without your help. We
know that just the initial
improvements will require
more capital and that is
why we are asking for your
help in making those improvements a reality.

